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The paper presents the first permanent electric dipole momentdp measurements for NaKD
1P state

rovibronic levels. Two different methods were applied to obtaindp values. Stark effect induced
level crossing registered as the changes of fluorescence linear polarizationP(E) with external
electric fieldE yielded from one fit both the electric dipole moment value and theL-doubling
splitting betweene, f substates of an individual rotational state. Another method consisted of
obtaining the ratioDe f

J /dp from E-dependence of the forbidden line appearing in fluorescence as a
result ofe–f Stark mixing, along with directDe f

J measurement by RF – optical double resonance.
The respective dipole moment values obtained are 5.9 – 6.4 D for the statev857, J8523, as well
as 4.5 – 4.8 D forv8512, J857, the typical errors being ca. 12%–20%. Thedp value for the latter
state reflectsdp diminution expected due to the admixture of thed

3P state caused by intramolecular
interaction. Signal simulation and data fitting have been accomplished using direct Hamiltonian
diagonalization accounting for Stark interaction within rotational statesJ6DJ,DJ50,1 and 2 in the
initial, excited and final state. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!02106-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is interest in determining the permanent elec
dipole moment of a molecule since this quantity reflects v
sensitively the details of electronic structure. At the sa
time there is still a lack of information about electric dipo
moments for short-lived excited states of diatomic m
ecules. One of the methods to determine electric dipole
ments consists of applying the electric-field-induced ana
to the Hanle effect. The electric-field-caused changes
atomic fluorescence polarization were first revealed
Hanle1 as early as in 1926, very soon after his discovery
magnetic-field-induced fluorescence depolarization, or
‘‘Hanle effect.’’2 These two phenomena are caused by St
and Zeeman effects respectively, having their physical or
in removing the degeneracy between coherently exc
magnetic sublevelsM , being thus called ‘‘zero field electric
magnetic field level crossing,’’ see monographs.3–5 The ap-
plication of external-field-caused level crossing methods
molecules was proposed by Zare.6 However, as distinct from
widely applied magnetic-field-induced level crossings,3–5 the
pure electric-field level crossing signals in resonance fluo
cence, first applied to atoms,7,8 for molecules have been ob
served in relatively few works, see Refs. 9–11. For the sta
with closed electronic shells, such asA1S in BaO ~Ref. 11!
and B3P0

u
1 in I2,

10 the monotonic ‘‘Stark–Hanle’’~Stark

analog of Hanle effect! curves were observed in lase
induced fluorescence~LIF!. In these cases it is the secon
order Stark effect12,13 which determines the Stark splittin
manifold. This follows directly from the selection rules fo
the electric-dipole allowed interaction, which connects o
the states with different, even or odd, total parity, labelled

a!Department of Chemistry, Moscow M. Lomonosov State University, M
cow W-234, 119899, Russia.
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1 or 2, respectively. Hence, the first-order perturbati
terms are absent in the non-degenerated perturbation
proach for the Stark operator

ĤSt52dpE . ~1!

This means that the terms linear over electric fie
strengthE equal zero for a rovibronic level with fixed rota
tional quantum numberJ. The appearance of linear overE
terms is possible only in the case when the states, which
interacting due toĤSt, are so close in energy that it is im
possible to use the non-degenerate perturbation theory.
is the case for quasi-degenerate electronic states withL
Þ 0. In particular, the1P-state possesses twoL-doublet
components of different total parity,1 or 2, within a rota-
tional stateJ, see Fig. 1~a!. The total parity alternates with
J, and another type of label, named thee/ f symmetry, is
often used, which factors out the (21)J J-dependence, thus
being a rotation-independent label,14,15 see Fig. 1~a!. The
L-doublet splittingDe f

J caused by electron-rotation intera
tion, is regularly given byDe f

J 5q@J(J11)2L2#, whereq is
the L-doubling constant. This leads, as distinct from t
1S state, to the ‘‘quasi-linear’’ Stark effect13 in the 1P state
~see Fig. 1~b!!.

A deeper insight into the1P state Stark effect, including
Stark zero-field level crossing, was first given by Klempe
and co-authors9 and applied to the (A1P) CS molecule. Fur-
ther, in a number of works,16–24 the main attention was paid
to the changes in the1S→1P→1S LIF spectra induced by
dc Stark effect mixing ofe/ f levels. Indeed, due to
DJ50,61 and1↔2 selection rules,14,15see Fig. 1~a!, only
the (P,R)-doublet emission is allowed atP- or R-type exci-
tation, whereas onlyQ-singlet emission is allowed a
Q-type excitation. If, however, an external electric field
applied, the1↔2, or e/ f Stark effect mixing in a1P state
with fixed J gives rise to the appearance of a ‘‘forbidden
-

2195195/10/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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2196 Tamanis et al.: NaK D 1P electric dipole moment
line. Therefore, one can observe in the LIF progression t
whole (P,Q,R)-triplet, instead of either doublets or singlets
The relative intensity of a forbidden line, in the case whe
De f
J is much larger than the natural width of eac

L-doubling component, is mainly governed by th
u(dpE)/De f

J u parameter, allowing one to obtain the absolu
value ofdp , provided additional information onq values can
be obtained.

Concerning electronically excited alkali dimers, ther
have been, according to our knowledge, two attempts to
termine dp , both for NaK 1P states. Drullinger and
co-workers16 have recorded Stark induced ‘‘forbidden’’ lines
in LIF from NaK (D1P), and have also demonstrated th
RF-optical double resonance signal on thev857,J855
level. However, they present only qualitative informatio
without mentioning anydp values. Later, Derouard and
co-workers24 made an attempt to determine NaK (B1P) di-
pole moments by applying Starke–f mixing. They present
dipole moment values for several vibrational states. The
are ca. two times smaller than the values obtained fromab
initio calculations by Stevens, Konowalow and Ratcliff.25 In
this sense, the predicted25 large permanent electric dipole
moment values, reaching 4.5 D for NaK (B1P) and 7.8 D
for NaK (D1P) have still not been proved experimentally. I
seems, however, that there could be some contradicti
within the results given in Ref. 24, manifested in the larg
discrepancy ofq values obtained. Thus, there is still a lack o
reliable information about excited state dipole moments ev
for such a ‘‘test’’ alkali dimer as NaK. We also are no
aware of such data pertaining to any other alkali dimer. It
important to mention that in Refs. 9,16–24 the descriptio
was restricted by the first-order Stark effect, without a
counting for Stark mixing of different rotational states, thu
the approach used in data processing has to be improved

The main goals of the present paper are as follows. Fir
we intend to determine the NaK permanent electric dipo
moment values in itsD1P state, for which there exists de-

FIG. 1. Selection rules~a! and Stark effect energy shifts~b! for 1S – 1P
transition. Notations for~b! refer to Eqs.~4! and ~5!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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veloped spectroscopic information,26–32 including lifetime
measurements.33 We have applied two methods:~i! Stark-
induced changes in LIF polarization;~ii ! Stark induced ‘‘for-
bidden’’ line relative intensity ratio measurements in com
nation with the directDe f

J measurement by RF-optical doub
resonance method.9,34,35Secondly, we developed further th
description of1P-state dc Stark effect, allowing one to ca
culate theE dependence of fluorescence intensity for a
geometry and polarization type. We used different order p
turbation theory, as well as the direct numerical diagonali
tion of the Hamiltonian matrix accounting for the interactio
of rotational states with differentJ, both in the excited1P
state and in the ground1S state. At this point we have no
considered the influence of hyperfine effects. In the situat
under discussion, the Stark energy remains small with
spect to the rotational energy,dpE!BJ(J11), which
means that the main rotational-vibrational pattern is c
served, as distinct from the ‘‘pendular states’’ situation36

which takes place for extremely strong electric fields, d
stroying the rotational motion of a molecule.

The paper starts from the theoretical description of
Stark effect manifestation in1P→1S fluorescence~Section
II !. After a quick description of the experiment~Section III!,
the simulation of expected signals in LIF polarization
given ~Section IV!, followed by the presentation of exper
mental results~Section V! and discussion~Section VI!.

II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

Let us consider the interaction of cw broad band rad
tion with diatomic molecules causing
1P(v8,J8)←1S(v9,J9) rovibronic transition in the presenc
of an external static electric field. Using the general dens
matrix approach,5,37–39one may write the density matrix el
ementf MM8 of the excited state as

kl f MM85
G̃p

G1 i klDvMM8
(
m

^M1PkuÊ* D̂um1S&

3^M 81P l uÊ* D̂um1S&* . ~2!

Herem are magnetic sublevels of the ground state1S with
rotational quantum numberJ9, whilst M ,M 8 are magnetic
sublevels of the excited state with rotational quantum nu
ber J8, belonging toL-doublet componentsk,l . The unit
vector Ê describes the exciting light polarization,D̂ is the
transition dipole moment unit vector,G̃p is the reduced ab-
sorption rate,G is the effective excited state relaxation rat
klDvMM8 is the energy splitting betweenM ,M 8 sublevels,
belonging either to the same (l5k) or to the different (l
Þ k) L-doublet components, accounting both f
L-doubling and Stark effect level shifts. The excited sta
density matrixkl f MM8 allows one to calculate the intensity o
fluorescenceI f(Êf) with polarization vectorÊf, originating
from this state in the transitionJ8→J91 , as
No. 6, 8 February 1997
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2197Tamanis et al.: NaK D 1P electric dipole moment
I f~Êf!5I 0 (
MM8m

(
kl

^M1PkuÊf* D̂um1S&

3^M 81P l uÊf* D̂um1S&* kl f MM8 , ~3!

where I 0 is proportionality coefficient. The structure of E
~3! allows one to notice that the terms entering the sums
formed as excited state matrix elementskl f MM8 multiplied by
the observation matrix elements.

The next step is to represent the molecular wave fu
tions in Eqs.~2!, ~3! accounting for static external electr
field effects. Since the external electric field destroys
spherical symmetry, the rotational quantum numberJ does
not remain a good quantum number any more. At the sa
time the external electric field does not change the axial s
metry, therefore the projection quantum numberM ~or m) is
still conserved.

The wave functions included in Eqs.~2! and~3! are ob-
tained in a coupled-basis set as expansions over n
perturbed states with differentJi8( i5e, f ) and J9 values
mixed by the static external electric field. For a1P excited
state we have

uM1Pk&5 (
J851

`

(
i5e, f

CP i
k ~J8,M !uJ8Mi &, ~4!

thus obtaining, as it is usually done, a new wave function
each k51,2, found as the linear combination ofe and f
substates, with mixing coefficientsCPe

k (J8,M ) and
CP f
k (J8,M ).
For the ground electronic state1S, one can represent th

wavefunctionum1S&, by accounting forJ9-mixing, as

um1S&5 (
J950

`

CS~J9,m!uJ9m&. ~5!

CoefficientsCP i andCS have to be found from diagonaliza
tion of the Hamiltonian accounting for molecular rotatio
and the Stark effect~Eq. ~1!!.

It is easy to see that the respective matrix elements, b
in absorption and fluorescence, are proportional to the m
tiplication of the correspondent mixing coefficien
CP i
k (J8,M ), andCS(J9,m) or CS(J19 ,m). For the absorp-

tion, one obtains

^M1PkuÊ* D̂um1S&5 (
J8J9 i

CP i
k ~J8,M !CS~J9,m!

3^J8Mi uÊ* D̂uJ9m&, ~6!

and the same for the fluorescence, if one replacesJ9 by J19

andÊ by Êf. Eq. ~6! allows one to apply the Wigner–Ecka
theorem:5,39–42

^J8Mi uÊ9D̂uJ9m&5(
q

~Eq!*
1

A2J811
CJ9m1q
J8M ~J8,i iDiJ9!,

~7!

in which, due to the selection rules propagation into the
duced matrix element,41,42we have
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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~J8,eiDiJ9!5H AG~J8,J9!, J82J9561

0, J82J950,62,63, . . . , ~8!

~J8, f iDiJ9!5H AG~J8,J9!, J82J950,

0, J82J9561,62, . . . ,. ~9!

The Eq in Eq. ~7! are cyclic components of unit vectorÊ
describing light polarization,5,43 whilst G(J8,J9) in Eqs.~8!
and ~9! is the Hönl–London factor

G~J8,J9!5~2J911!~CJ9L91L82L9
J8L8 !2, ~10!

Caabb
cg being Clebsch–Gordan coefficients.
To determineklDvMM8 , one needs Stark energy expre

sions EM
el . In the first approximation one can obtain fir

order Stark energies(1)EM
el in a simple analytical form~the

energy of1P statef -sublevel is considered to be zero!:

~1!EM
el5

1

2
De f
J 6A~De f

J !2

4
1

dp
2
E2M2

@J~J11!#2
. ~11!

It is easy to see that, asE increases, leading to
dpEM /@J(J11)#@De f

J /2, Stark energy shifts have linear a
ymptotic behaviour with respect touEM u, see Fig. 1~b!. A
second order approximation in theklDvMM8 calculation
takes place if one is accounting for the interaction betwe
J8 and adjacentJ861 excited state levels. The Stark-effec
induced energy second-order correction for a1P state can be
also written in analytical form, see Ref. 13. However, w
E increasing, the second-order perturbation treatment
comes incorrect as well, and one has to solve the sec
equation system44 for the relevant Hamiltonian matrix. The
analysis of such a treatment, accounting forJ6DJ mixing
within a given vibrational state centered at the initial (J9),
excited (J8) and final (J19) rotational state of aJ9→J8→J19
transition, will be given in Section IV.

III. EXPERIMENT

23Na39K molecules were formed thermally in a glass c
joined to the vacuum system by means of a dry valve. T
cylindrical head of the cell was made from a special alka
resistant glass tube. An electric field was produced by ap
ing a static voltage across a pair of round polished stain
steel parallel Stark plates located inside the cell. Altoget
three cells were used, differing in diameter (d) and spacing
( l ) of the electrodes, namely:~1! d525 mm, l52.960.1
mm; ~2! d57 mm, l51.860.1 mm; ~3! d57 mm,
l51.260.1 mm. The spacing between the electrodes w
measured by means of a measuring microscope. The
were filled with metallic potassium and sodium, via a r
peated distillation process, in a weight ratio of approximat
7:3, respectively. The metal-containing reservoir was kep
stabilised temperatures between 270 °C and 320 °C. Th
voltage was kept below the threshold for electrical bre
down in the cell, which did not exceed 6 kV/cm at any of t
temperatures employed.
No. 6, 8 February 1997
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2198 Tamanis et al.: NaK D 1P electric dipole moment
The linearly polarized light from a cw Ar1-laser was
used to exciteX1S1→D1P transitions in 23Na39K mol-
ecules, see Fig. 2. Fluorescence at right angles, both to
laser beam and to the electric fieldE , originating from the
ca. 0.521.2 mm diameter laser beam excitation region, w
imaged onto the entrance slit of a double monochroma
with 5 Å/mm dispersion and resolved by a 1200 lines/m
grating in first diffraction order, providing an overall spectr
resolution up to 0.3 Å. We restricted the observation zone
the size of ca. 1.5 mm in height, thus diminishing the p
sible influence of electric field inhomogeneity. The particu
D1P→X1S1 LIF progressions, originating from the definit
D1P, v8,J8 states, were identified from the recorded L
spectrum by comparison of line positions and relative int
sities with the ones calculated by means of spectrosc
constants given by the authors of Ref. 26, for the transiti
mentioned by them at excitation by 4765 Å and 4880
Ar1-laser lines. The data from Ref. 45, considering opti
depopulation of the ground1S1 state of NaK, allowed us to
suppose that non-linear optical pumping effects5,46 are neg-
ligible at the range of excitation–relaxation parameters e
ployed. The degree of linear polarization was measured
dividing the entrance slit of the monochromator in heig
into two parts, placing two orthogonal polarizers in front
them. Light guides conducted fluorescence light from
two respective parts of the exit slit to the two photomultip
ers, with subsequent counting of one-photon pulses from
two channels. The unpolarized LIF in the absence of an
ternal electric field, excited by the laser light withÊ-vector
set parallel to the observation direction, was used to calib
the channels before each experiment.

In the case of optical–electric RF double resonance
periments, we used a 1–300 MHz~0.2 W, 50V) Wavetek
RF oscillator supply, which was connected to t

FIG. 2. Low-lying bonded terms of the NaK molecule~Ref. 25!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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same Stark plates instead of a static electric field source
fast oscilloscope served as a 50V load and as a RF outpu
drift monitor. The resonance was measured by sweeping
frequency of the RF generator.

IV. SIMULATION OF EXPECTED SIGNALS

We will apply the developed theory to simulate the1P
state Stark signals in the intensity and linear polarizat
P(E) of D1P→X1S1 fluorescence. We use the dynamic
parameters close to the ones which can be found in literat
namely, the dipole moment valuedp57 D ~following theo-
retical prediction in Ref. 25!, the lifetimeG21520 ns ~as
determined in Ref. 33!, the q-factor q51.231025 cm21

and the rotational constantBv values given in Ref. 26. The
absolute values ofdp andq will be assumed hereafter, sinc
their sign does not affect the calculation results.

First, we will present zero-field level-crossing sign
simulations for the ‘‘traditional’’ geometry (Ê'E , observa-
tion alongE). Figure 3 presents such calculations for t
J8523 level of theD1P state. In theE range demonstrated
in Fig. 3, the signal is determined by the first-order effe
the difference between the first-order approximation~curve
1! and the second-order one~curve 2! being small, yet still
distinguishable. Taking into account the Stark mixing b
tween J6DJ with DJ.1 practically does not change th
signal, cf. curves 2 and 3 at the insertion in Fig. 3. T
monotonous behaviour of pure quadratic Stark-Hanle ef
for a hypothetic1S state, supposing the sameG,dp andBv8 as
for 1P state, is also presented in Fig. 3, see curve 4
comparison of curves 1–3 and curve 4 demonstrates cle
the peculiarity of1P-state Stark effect, the latter possessi
a small additional maximum, which appears mainly due

FIG. 3. Stark zero-field level-crossing signals calculated in a wide rang
electric fieldE for degree of linear polarizationP(E)5(I y2I x)/(I y1I x) in

‘‘traditional’’ Stark–Hanle effect geometry (Ê'E , observation alongE) at
a transition (J9522)→(J8523)→(J19522). 1 — first order. 2 — Hamil-
tonian diagonalization,DJ85DJ95DJ19 5 1. 3—DJ85DJ95DJ19 5 2. The
parameters characteristic for NaK(D1P) state were used for simulation
G553107 s21 ~Ref. 33!, Bv850.0643 cm21 Bv9 5 0.0945 cm21, q51.2
31025 cm21 ~Ref. 26!, dp57 D ~Ref. 25!. Curve 4~dashed line! refers to
pure quadratic Stark effect in a hypothetic1S excited state with the same
G anddp values.
No. 6, 8 February 1997
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the competition between theM -dependent Stark induced
e–f mixing and the destruction of coherence among
M -sublevels.

This peculiarity inP(E) is more pronounced at another
geometry, when fluorescence is observed ‘‘from the end’’ o
Ê-vector, Ê'E ~see Fig. 4!. Both first-order (DJ50, curve
1! and second-order (DJ51, curve 2! approximations are
insufficient to describe with adequate accuracy the polariz
tion in the coherence destruction region. This can be se
from comparison with curve 3 obtained via Hamiltonian di-
agonalization accounting for Stark mixing betweenJ6DJ
with DJ52; accounting forDJ.2 practically does not af-
fect the result. We will further exploit the geometry shown in
Fig. 4, performing (DJ52)-approximation in the calcula-
tions of Stark effect signals.

Let us now investigate the sensitivity of the signal pre
sented in Fig. 4 to the variations of the main parameters
the 1P state, namely to the permanent electric dipole mo
mentdp , L-doubling constantq and relaxation rateG val-
ues. The results are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5~a!
demonstrates a polarization signal simulation atdp values
taken as 3 D, 5 D and 7 D, when all other parameters re-
mained unchanged. In Fig. 5~b!, the dp and q values have
been varied simultaneously, whereas their ratio was mai
tained constant. It can be seen from comparison betwe
Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! that the peak amplitude is uniquely de-
termined by theq value, whilst the position of the peak in
E-scale and the slope of the growing part are mainly dete
mined by thedp value. This allows one to determine simul-
taneously bothdp andq values from one fit, provided that
G is known. The situation is quite different for the intensity
ratios I Q /I P,R of Stark induced ‘‘forbidden’’ lineI Q to the
‘‘parent’’ line I P,R , see Fig. 5~c!. Indeed, the respective
curves in Fig. 5~c! undergo minor changes at differentdp and
q used in calculations presented in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, if the
q/dp ratio remains unchanged, thus only this ratio can b

FIG. 4. Calculated1P (J8523) state Stark level crossing signals in degree
of linear polarizationP(E)5(I z2I x)/(I z1I x) of LIF viewed from the

‘‘end’’ of the exciting light vector Ê as shown in the setting-in. 1 —
DJ50 ~linear approximation!. 2 —DJ51. 3 —DJ52. Curve 4 represents
calculated signal for a hypothetic1S state. Parameters are the same as in
Fig. 3.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
f
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FIG. 5. ~a! Simulations of Stark level crossing signals in polarization of L
from 1P (J8523), assuming the sameq51.231025 cm21 value and dif-
ferent permanent electric dipole moment values: 1 —dp57 D, 2 —
dp55 D, 3 —dp53 D. ~b! The same signals for differentq anddp values
in condition of the constantq/dp ratio. 1 —q51.231025 cm21, dp57 D.
2—q50.85731025 cm21, dp55 D. 3—q50.51431025 cm21, dp53
D. ~c! Correspondent intensity ratiosI Q /I P,R calculated for the same param
eters at two orthogonal fluorescence polarization directions. Calculation
performed with fixed relaxation rateG553107 s21. Geometry and other
parameters are the same as in Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. Simulations of Stark level crossing signals in polarization of L
from 1P (J8523), and intensity ratioI Q /I R , assuming differentG values.
1 — G553107 s21. 2 — G573107 s21. Calculations are performed
with q51.231025 cm21, dp57 D. ~a! — LIF polarization.~b! — Inten-
sity ratios.
No. 6, 8 February 1997
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2200 Tamanis et al.: NaK D 1P electric dipole moment
determined from the fitting. Figure 6 demonstrates the sen
tivity of the signals under discussion with respect to th
variation in the relaxation rateG. As expected, the changes
of polarization signalP(E) with G are quite similar to re-
spectiveP(E) changes withq ~cf. Fig. 6~a! and Fig. 5~b!!. In
contrast, the intensity ratios are almost insensitive toG varia-
tions, especially for theE iÊf geometry~see curves 1 and 2
in Fig. 6~b!!.

V. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

NaK D1P state electric dipole moment and
L-splitting measurements have been carried out by the f
lowing methods:

~i! by recording spectrally resolved LIF and measurin
the intensity ratio between ‘‘forbidden’’ and allowed
~‘‘parent’’ ! lines as a function of static voltage;

~ii ! by measuring the variation of the degree of linear po
larization of the ‘‘parent’’ line with variation in the
static voltage;

~iii ! by measuring the electric RF – optical double reso
nanceL-doublet signal from the ‘‘forbidden’’ line in-
tensity dependence on RF field frequency.

A. Intensity ratios

Figure 7 demonstrates the effect of static electric field o
the spectrally resolved LIF leading to the appearance of fo
biddenQ line due toe–f mixing. Since the effect is mainly
governed by theEdp /De f

J ratio, one needs a larger electric
field strength to observe theQ-lines originating from
v857,J8523 than from the v8512,J857 state. The
(P,Q,R)-triplet component separation for the latter case, b
ing ca. 0.3 Å, is on the edge of the spectral resolution of th
monochromator used.

A fitting procedure employing three Gaussians was us
to obtain ‘‘forbidden’’/‘‘parent’’ line ratio I Q /I P,R . The in-

FIG. 7. Effect of electric field on spectrally resolved LIF signal for NaK
D1P→X1S1 system. ~a! transition (v951,J9522)→(v857,J8523)
→(v19 5 24,J19 5 22 and 24); 4880 Å excitation.~b! transition
(v950,J958)→(v8512,J857)→(v19 5 31,J19 5 6 and 8); 4765 Å excita-
tion.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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tensity ratiosI Q /I P,R , obtained in different cells~see Section
III ! and experimental geometries, are shown as insets in F

FIG. 8. Linear polarization degree and intensity ratios measured in LIF fr
NaK (D1P) state withv857,J8523. ~a!, ~c! — electric field dependence o
the polarization degree obtained onR(22) component.~b!, ~d! — electric
field dependence of intensity ratiosI Q /I P or I Q /I R . Results are obtained in
different cells at geometry depicted in Fig. 4, dots are the measured va
the lines refer to the calculations at fitted parameters.

FIG. 9. Linear polarization degree and intensity ratios measured in LIF fr
NaK (D1P), v8512,J857. ~a! — electric field dependence of polarizatio
degree obtained onP(8) component.~b!, ~c! — electric field dependence o
intensity ratiosI Q /I P andI Q /I R . Data for~a!, ~b! are obtained at geometry

depicted in Fig. 4, whereas for~c! we usedÊiE . Dots are the measured
values, full lines refer to the calculations with fitted parameters.
No. 6, 8 February 1997
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2201Tamanis et al.: NaK D 1P electric dipole moment
8 and 9. Least-square data processing yieldedq/dp ratios.
The averaged values are (2.4060.25)31026 cm21/D for
v857,J8523 and (2.1060.20)31026 cm21/D for
v8512,J857 state. Theq/dp systematic errors are mos
likely attributable to uncertainties in Stark plate separati
For instance, the curves in Figs. 9~b!, 9~c! demonstrate the
E-dependences ofI Q /I P andI Q /I R , which are registered fo
two different cells and different exciting light vector dire
tions, ÊiE or ÊiE , with fluorescence light vectorÊfiE in
both cases. The one-parameter (q/dp) least-square routine
yields the following constant ratios:q/dp51.931026

cm21/D for Fig. 9~b! and q/dp52.331026cm21/D for
Fig. 9~c!, the discrepancy reflecting both statistical and s
tematic errors.

B. Polarization measurements

1. Results for the D 1P(v 857,J 8523)state

Experimentally measured electric field dependencies
the polarization degree are presented in Fig. 8. The res
are obtained in two different cells~see Section III!, using the
most favourable geometry when LIF is viewed from t
‘‘end’’ of exciting light vector Ê'E , as depicted in Fig. 4
The data fitting was realized by accounting for Stark int
action among five rotational statesJ,J61,J62 for all
J9,J8 andJ19 involved in the transition. The best-fit constan
q and dp , obtained from a two-parameter weighted lea
square routine, yield the values in question. Cell 1 yie
q51.631025 cm21 and dp56.3 D, whilst cell 2 yields
q51.731025 cm21 and dp56.5 D. Cell 2 allowed us to
achieve higher electric field intensities~up to 5.6 kV/cm!
owing to the special working of Stark plates surface a
edges in order to avoid sparking; the conditions were m
favourable also because of lower cell temperatures~ca.
270 °C!. On the other hand, the results for cell 2 may hav
larger systematic error because of smaller plate separa
Evaluation of the possible contribution of both statistical a
systematic errors for different cells enabled us to ta
dp5(6.460.8) D andq5(1.6560.2)31025 cm21 as the
averaged permanent electric dipole moment andq-factor val-
ues, see Table I. As it follows from the simulations presen
in Figs. 5 and 6, theL-doubling constantq obtained from
the fit seems to be more subject to the systematic erro

TABLE I. Experimental values of permanent electric dipole momentdp and
L – doubling constantq for NaK (D1P,v8,J8). Valuesdp

th areab initio
calculations~Ref. 25! averaged for a particularv8.

v8 J8 q, 1025 cm21 dp , Debye dp
th Debye

7 23 1.6560.20a 6.460.8a 7.1
1.4260.07b 5.960.9c

12 7 1.1060.20a 4.560.8a 6.5
1.0360.08b 4.860.9c

aValues determined from two-parameter fitting of LIF polarizati
E-dependencies.
bValues determined directly from RF-optical double resonance.
cValues determined usingq/dp obtained from theE-dependence of
I Q /I P,R andq obtained from RF-optical double resonance.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
.
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absolute polarization values, which can arise, say, from e
slight inaccuracies in the calibration of channels and in
counting for background signal, as well as any possible
certainty in the relaxation constantG value.

2. Results for the D 1P(v 8512,J 857) state

Measurements for this state were much more com
cated because of the small spectral separation between
triplet components~see Fig. 7~b!!, requiring narrow spec-
trometer slits to maintain necessary resolution. This lead
considerably larger errors, both statistical and systematic
polarization measurements~see Fig. 9~a!!. The most favour-
able conditions were achieved using cell 3~see Section III!.
P(E) was registered inP-transitions (J857)→(J1958) be-
cause of better spectral separation. In spite of wide statis
scatter in the results, we have accomplished direct le
square two-parameter fitting, which yielded the valu
dp54.560.8 D andq5(1.160.2)31025 cm21, see Table
I. The large inaccuracy in theq value accounts for the un
certainty in relaxation rateG for this state. We supposedG to
be 53107 s21, that is the same as for thev857,J8523
state.33

C. Electric RF – optical double resonance

Since the routine based on bothdp andDe f
J variation in

the fitting of the measuredP(E) signal is very sensitive to
inaccuracies in absoluteP(E) measurements, as well as
G values~see Figs. 5 and 6!, it seemed important to exploit a
method allowing directDe f

J measurement in some indepe
dent experiment. For this purpose we have employed
electric RF – optical double resonance method. In orde
increase the RF field amplitudeERF

o , the measurements wer
carried out at a Stark-plate separation of 0.8560.05 mm. The
RF field voltage enabled us to produceERF

o & 20 V/cm. In
order to diminish LIF intensity drift during signal accumula
tion the normalised difference (I F2I Fo)/I Fo was considered
to be a result of a single measurement, that is the differe

FIG. 10. RF-optical double resonance signals.~a! For NaK D1P
v8512,J857 state.~b! For NaKD1P v857,J8523 state.
No. 6, 8 February 1997
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2202 Tamanis et al.: NaK D 1P electric dipole moment
between intensity at current frequencyF and at some refer
ence frequencyFo . The signal accumulation time varie
from 10 minutes to 1 hour.

1. Results for the D 1Pu ,v 857,J 8523 state

Figure 10~b! ~dots! presents experimental data obtain
by registering the intensity of a ‘‘forbidden’’Q-line as de-
pendent on the RF electric field frequency, demonstra
resonance intensity increase, with a maximum near
MHz. Although the resonance signal width exceeded the
expected from the natural broadening, probably posses
some structure, we assumed that the signal is reliable eno
to determine the e/ f separation De f

J , yielding
q5(1.4260.07)31025 cm21 as an averaged value. Th
makes it possible to determine the permanent electric dip
momentdp in question, usingq/dp values presented in Sec
tion VA, asdp55.960.9 D.

2. Results for the D 1Pu ,v 8512,J 857 state

Figure 10~a! presents the experimental data~dots! dem-
onstrating the RF field frequency dependence of the ‘‘forb
den’’ Q-line intensity in (J958)→(J857)→(J19 5 7) tran-
sition. The average ofq over a number of experiments
q5(1.0360.08)31025 cm21. Taken together withq/dp
obtained from intensity ratios, see Section VA, the dip
moment value isdp5(4.860.9) D, where the estimated rela
tive error consists of 10% assigned toq/d fitting and 8%
assigned toDe f

J uncertainty.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Method

Investigation of permanent electric dipole moments
not an easy matter for short-lived excited molecular sta
with large rotational numbers (J@1). Let us compare the
two more or less independent methods exploited in
present work. Both methods are based on analyzing S
effect induced changes in fluorescence, which are cau
predominately bye–f mixing within the same rotationa
state, which, in turn, is governed mainly by dipole mome
(dp), L-splittings (De f

J or q-factors! and relaxation rates
(G).

~i! E-dependence of linear polarization degree P(E). In
the most favourable experimental geometry t
P(E) signal is characteristic enough to obtain bo
q anddp from the fitting. This demands high accurac
in measuringP(E) and precise knowledge of the re
laxation rateG.

~ii ! RF – optical double resonance along wit
E-dependence of intensity ratiosof ‘‘forbidden’’ – to
– ‘‘parents’’ lines in LIF triplet exhibit an alternative
method. In this case the RF resonance yields dire
theL-doubling splittingDe f

J whilst the processing o
relative intensity data yieldsDe f

J /dp , the latter proce-
dure being weakly dependent onG. Thus, the accu-
racy ofdp values in question, obtained by this meth
is only slightly affected by the accuracy of relaxatio
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
g
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rateG. A crude estimate ofG gained from the width
of the RF–optical double resonance may even work
obtain reliabledp values without any previous knowl
edge of molecular lifetime.

The developed theoretical description~Section II! and
simulations of expected signals~Section IV! allowed us to
conclude that, even though the main Stark features a
from the 1st order effect, in order to avoid possible inacc
racies in the case when the Stark energy is not too sma
comparison with rotational splitting~i.e., in case of not too
smalldpE /(Bv8J8)), it is necessary, for both methods~i! and
~ii !, to consider Stark interaction with no less than fo
neighbouring rotational levels, both in excited and grou
~initial and final! states.

Dipole moments andL-splittings.The dipole moments
determined seem to be reliable, in particular since ther
good agreement between the results gained from two in
pendent methods. As for the absolutedp values, they can be
considered as very large when compared to typical dip
moment values which had been measured for diato
molecules.13,47 Let us compare the measureddp values with
theoretical quantities given by Stevens, Konowalow a
Ratcliff.25 In order to pass fromab initio dp

th(R) dependence
presented in Ref. 25 to the predicteddp values for particular
v8,J8 states, we have used the averaging routine based
either ab initio potentials,25 or RKR potentials26 for the
NaK D1P state. The results differ by no more than 1%
yielding the following predicteddp

th(v8,J8) values for the
states under study:dp

th(7,23)57.1 D anddp
th(12,7)56.5 D,

see Table I.
As follows from Table I, the measureddp value for the

v8512,J857 state is smaller than for thev857,J8523, be-
ing also markedly smaller than the theoretically predic
value. As is well known,26,31,32 levels belonging to the
NaK D1P state are perturbed, at least to some extent, by
close lying d3P state. Basing on Ref. 26, the leve
v857,J8523 can be considered as almost unperturb
whereas the level v8512,J857 is shifted to
DE50.468 cm21 with respect to the deperturbed positio
Using the calculated difference of deperturbedD1P
(v8512) and d3P (v8513) terms31 with J857, being
E3P2E1P53.87cm21, one can get the estimatio
for the squared state mixing coefficientC

3P

2

5 DE/(E3P2E1P)>0.13. This creates a reduction in pu
singlet character of the state toC

1P

2
512C

3P

2 >0.87 and al-

lows one to estimate the relative change in theD1P
(v8512,J857) state electric dipole moment, which aris

due to singlet–triplet coupling, asC
1P

2
1C

3P

2 (dp
3P/dp

1P), dp
3P

and dp
1P being unperturbed dipole moments. The averag

of theab initio calculations25 for thed3P,v8513 state yields

dp
3P>20.7 D, which is opposite in sign fromdp

1P . As a
result, the experimentally measureddp value for (D1P,
v8512,J857) is expected to be ca. 15% smaller than wou
be anticipated for the unperturbed state. It is thus not
cluded that the difference betweendp values obtained for the
two states, see Table I, reflects the role of perturbatio
No. 6, 8 February 1997
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2203Tamanis et al.: NaK D 1P electric dipole moment
Indeed, the relative difference between the measureddp val-
ues forv857,J8523 andv8512,J857 is ca. 20% – 25%,
which does not contradict the above estimation. Hence,
experimentally measureddp values do not disprove theab
initio calculation in Ref. 25, accounting for the fact that t
deperturbed quantities have been calculated.

Regarding theL-doubling factorq, it can be noted tha
its tendency to be smaller forv8512,J857 level, corre-
sponds to what can be expected due to the perturbation
lowing one to estimate a ca. 13% diminution from the fo
lowing considerations. Although the singlet–tripl
D1P2d3P interaction does not change theL-doubling
splitting directly sincee and f components of theD1P state
are perturbed by the twoL-doublet substates of thed3P
state to about the same amount, this singlet–triplet inte
tion diminishes the singlet character of the perturbed stat
C

1P

2 Hence, the matrix element of electronic–rotational int

action with the remote singletS states, giving rise to
L-doubling in theD1P state, has to beC1 P^D1PuL6u1S&,
since the matrix elements between the states having a di
ent multiplicity vanish. Theq value for NaK (D1P) pre-
sented in Ref. 26 has been obtained from conventional s
troscopic analysis asqv5q02q1(v11/2)51.16310252

1.531027(v11/2) cm21. The RF – optical double reso
nance signal for NaK (D1P,v857,J855) can be found in
Ref. 16, yieldingq51.531025 cm21. Thus, theq-factor
values presented in Table I do not disagree much with
previous data. TheL-doubling constant forD1P state can be
estimated from the well-known relation:q'4Be

2/n(P,S),
wheren(P,S) is the difference between the electronic te
values TP2TS . Then, assuming thatD1P state
L-doubling arises from the interaction with low-lyingC1S
andA1S states, one getsq'1.231025 cm21.

As mentioned above, the experimental data on excit
state electric dipole moments of any alkali diatomic are
tremely scanty. The authors of Ref. 24 presentdp values
varying from 2.4 to 2.1 D for the NaKB1P state withv8
equaling 1, 5, 10 and 14. Thedp values are smaller than th
ones predicted fromab initio calculations by Stevens an
co-authors,25 which, according to averaging as mention
above, range fromdp

th54.5 D for v851 to dp
th52.8 D for

v8514. It can be noted however that there are some con
dictions inq-factors determined in the measurements,24 pre-
senting, for instance, the absolute valu
q50.6531026 cm21 for v851 andq51.7731026 cm21

for v855. These quantities disagree with the respective v
ues q52.0831026 cm21 and q52.3631026 cm21 ob-
tained for correspondingv8 by Baba, Tanaka and Kato48

using Doppler-free polarization spectroscopy. In order to
tain the sameq/dp ratio as presented in Ref. 24 withq values
from Ref. 48 instead of the ones given in Ref. 24, thedp for
v855 should be increased from 2.4 D to 3.2 D, the lat
being not far from the averaged calculated va
dp
th(v855)53.9 D.25 The results given in Ref. 24 for th
v851 level of NaK B1P seem strange since it is hard
imagine so dramatic a change inq ~being 3 times smaller
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
e
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than forv855), whilst dipole moments remain unchange
see Table III in Ref. 24.

In conclusion, the measurements constituted in
present work confirm the existence of a large perman
electric dipole moment in the NaKD1P state. It is of im-
portance to strive to refine the experimentaldp values. Be-
sides increasing the accuracy of measurements and exten
the number of vibrational states involved in the investigatio
there is reason to believe that further progress is conne
with accounting for intramolecular perturbation, the mo
important of which might involve the simultaneous effects
hyperfine structure andd3P – D1P interaction.
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